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O. In his very interestiI papers, H. Hombu has developed the projective
theory of a system of paths of higher order. He has also treated, as an applL
cation of his general theory, the system of paths of the third order defined by the

--

differential equations o the form
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where A(,z, z)) and J(.z, o)) are homogeneous functions o the degree
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respectively in o), zc,) denoting the ordinary -th derivative with res
pect to the parameter chosen.

and

On the other hand, M. Mikami) has studied the parabolas in the so-called
generalized space, say, in the spaces of line-elements (z z)) o the first order
with an aBne connection I#(z, :r,)) the parallel lacement of a vector
betug defined by the vanishing of the covariant differential

M. Mikami has defined parabolas by the differential equations ol the iorm

(0.3)
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If we wrRe
down fully the equations (0.3), we obtain the equations of the form (0.1).
Then, what is the necessary and suIBcient condition that the system ol paths (0.1)
defines a system of parabolas ? The answer to this question was also given by M.
Mikam:
H. Hombu and M. Mikami" have continued ths study of parabolas in the
generalized spaces of paths of J. Douglas. They have considered the contacts of
as a natural generalization of parabolas in an ordinary

space.
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